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ABSTRACT 

Solution of the total equations of the phenomenon in time domain is the main target in the current 

study. The advantages of the method are high accuracy comparing with iterative methods, and 

possibility of handling the nonlinear affects. Deficiencies are due to high system requirement, the use 

of same formulation either Lagrangian or Eulerian which are suitable for the structure or reservoir 

respectively, and solving the variables with very different orders. The proposed method is to take 

advantage of frontal solution scheme. In this solution method some of the variables are gathered in a 

front, and solution is performed each time for successive fronts. The size of the front is different for 

each problem, but it is much less than total variables. Therefore, computational requirement is 

limited without losing accuracy. The hydrodynamic pressure variables are chosen to be located in 

front. Therefore some notable changes had to be made in formal scheme. In common version the 

choosing the variables and placing them in the front is done automatically. While in proposed 

application the hydrodynamic pressure variables are forced to be located in front. Other advantages 

are also achieved. Having the hydrodynamic pressure variables, the structure and reservoir are solved 

separately using their suitable formulations.  

This paper studies two methods for analysis of the dam-reservoir system. The first method is based 

on using frontal method, while the other utilizes iterative schemes.  A typical dam-reservoir system is 

performed by five different meshes. These analyses are compared from efficiency point of view. 

Frontal method requires less system requirement than iterative methods.  

CPU time are calculated for two approaches. All the execution times are calculated on the same 

hardware to achieve an appropriate criterion for comparison purposes.  

Compared to iterative scheme, CPU time is decrease in frontal method. As the number of the 

elements are increase, execution time is saved more in frontal method even up to 90 percent.  
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